
Golden Light Master Oils

Master oils emanate the vibration of unconditional love and non-dual mastery. They assist 
one in overcoming the largest and most subtle levels of contrast humans face within their 
divided consciousness. 

All the Master Oils are to anoint yourself per your Spirit’s guidance.

Shirdi / Sathya Sai Baba 

The Oil of Baba opens you to the lineage of the Golden Masters of India. This potent oil of 
unconditional love helps one sustain the unconditional love being made conscious within 
the mind and body for continual transformation of Emotional Energy within the form. 

Golden Light Eagle 

The Oil of Golden Light Eagle is equivalent to Adonai Ha’ aretz (Lord of the Earth) 
associated with the 10th Sepirah, Malkuth on the Tree of Life. This oil can be used in 
mediation to establish and maintain manifestation of the Spirit within the Love of one’s 
form. 

Yeshua 

The Oil of Yeshua is the nectar, the sweetness, and the fire of unconditional love, The 
vibrant jeweled Israeli Sunbird, and the fire of transmutation. It’s the consciousness that 
all of creation is made of and the oil that helps one resonate with these aspects of love 
while learning to love oneself and oneself as others. 

Ramana Maharshi 

The Oil of Ramana is the vibration of non-dual mastery, as Ramana would say “In Truth, 
there is no oil”. Yet its frequency can unlock a deeper and wider knowing of this Truth 
within the Golden Love of one’s being to make this shift in consciousness complete. 

The Sword of Truth 

The Oil of TSOT parts the veils between the unconscious, subconscious, and consciousness 
to awaken one to conscious awareness and integrity. This oil exposes the most difficult 
veils one can perceive and for one reason only, that one can love themself more. 
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Humsa So Hum 

Oil of Humsa So Hum expresses the energy of Oneness, love, prosperity, and joy with the 
blessing of Sri Bhagwan Sri Amma It opens the Heart that one can receive this blessing of 
transformation and joy to the atomic level of being. 

Ursa Major 

The Oil of Ursa Major radiates the vibration of the Great Bear and the Seven Stars from 
which it is comprised. Masters walk in from this realm to assist in the Golden evolution of 
humans into consciousness. 
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Golden Light EET© Support Oils 

Golden Light Support Oils are designed for rapid awakening and transformation for 
anyone working with the tools of the Golden Light and/or the EET© processes by 
energetically supporting these aspects of the inner work.

Dom Ignacio de Loyola 

The Oil of Dom Ignacio, opens one to the vortex of the Casa Dom Ignacio entities of God’s 
Highest Light to answer one’s requests for transformation. It serves to align one’s heart, 
mind, and soul in Truth so one imparts their requests from love instead of fear as too over 
come the illusion of disease and suffering. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and 
sacral plexus.

Darkness to Love 

Darkness to Love transforms more rapidly the veils of illusion within the spiritual, 
emotional, and mental bodies to exact the shift in consciousness necessary to perceive all 
as the love that it actually is. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and 
base of the spine. 

Mind to Love 

Mind to Love assists in the strengthening of one’s presence to address the shadows of the 
mind from the place of wholeness and non-resistance. Anoint the forehead and heart.

Physical to Love 

Physical to Love aids in the ability to imagine and feel the body as the Golden Light body 
it is. It’s the first step to awaken Spirit within the form. Anoint the medulla oblongata, 
heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.

Emotions to Light 

Emotions to Light brings to one’s awareness the vibrations of negative emotion buried 
deep within the form. It helps one experience greater self-awareness by connecting the 
dots between feelings and the physical body. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and 
sacral plexus.
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Emotion to Love 

Emotion to Love magnifies the presence of being/ love while using the EET© processes to 
enhance the experience of self as Love. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral 
plexus.

Unconscious to Light 

Unconscious to Light gently activates golden light deep within the recesses of the 
unconscious mind and emotions. It slowly allows the doors of awareness to reveal insights 
in one’s dreamtime state before ever being brought to the conscious level for 
transmutation. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the 
spine.

Subconscious to Light 

Subconscious to Light activates golden light within the mind and emotions and is ideal for 
one who is more proficient with the EET© processes and committed to the path of self-
love and realization of self as love. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral 
plexus.

Mother to Love 

Mother to Love oil acts as a catalyst regarding emotions related to Mother. Ideal for one 
who is more proficient with the EET© processes and committed to the path of self-love 
and realization of self as love. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral plexus.

Father to Love 

Father to Love oil acts as a catalyst regarding emotions related to Father. Ideal for one who 
is more proficient with the EET© processes and committed to the path of self-love and 
realization of self as love. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral plexus.

Siblings to Love 

Siblings to Love oil acts as a catalyst regarding emotions related to Sibling/ s. Ideal for one 
who is more proficient with the EET© processes and committed to the path of self-love 
and realization of self as love. Anoint the forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral plexus.
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Church to Love 

Church to Love oil acts as a catalyst regarding emotions related to Church or religious or 
spiritual abuse. Ideal for one who is more proficient with the EET© processes and 
committed to the path of self-love and realization of self as love. Anoint the forehead, 
heart, and sacral plexus.

Abuse to Love 

Abuse to Love oil acts as a catalyst regarding emotions related to mental, emotional, 
physical, and sexual abuse. Ideal for one who is more proficient with the EET© processes 
and committed to the path of self-love and realization of self as love. It can be used 
simultaneously with Mother, Father, Sibling/s, and Church. Anoint the mind, heart, and 
sacral plexus.
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GoldenLight Angel Oils 

Golden Light Angel Oils each have their own purpose to energetically support one in the 
throes of inner transmutation. This order of Angels were instrumental in the earliest days 
of my deepest healing and development of the EET© processes. Embrace their blessing in 
your process.

Phanuel

Oil of Phanuel is energized to shine a light within the depths of hopelessness.
Phanuel reconnects one to the soothing inner light of Hope found within the illusion of 
separation. Anoint heart, sacral plexus, and base of the spine. Meditate.

Remiel

Oil of Remiel strongly holds the inner light of worthiness and nonjudgemental love while 
one transmutes feelings of extreme inner rage and all levels of anger therein. 
Anoint heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.  Meditate.

Cerviel

Oil of Cerviel is the powerful vibration of remembrance. The energy of Cerviel moves one 
through fear by activating the wounded child with their inner light and re minding one of 
who they really are. Anoint the heart, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.  Meditate.

 Anael

Oil of Anael brings awareness, light, and transformation to negative feelings within the 
sacral chakra / The Child of God so one can joyfully participate in one’s creative power in 
co-creation! Anoint the heart and sacral plexus.  Meditate.

Stamera

Oil of Stamera supports the opening of compassion radiating the love of Yeshua within 
every cell of Being. Stamera helps one find forgiveness of the ego self through the EET© 
processes so forgiveness of others is possible and can be experienced as a shift in 
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consciousness. Anoint the heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.  
Meditate.

Kaylarae

Oil of Kaylarare is the vibration of peace. This oil can be used anytime to calm any ripples 
of disturbance within the mind or emotions. It’s wonderful after an EET© session to bring 
one back to deeper stillness and the natural state of peace within being. Anoint the heart 
and solar plexus. Meditate.
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Oils of the Golden Gods 

Oils of The Golden Gods activate the unique vibrational attributes of these Gods within 
the whole of who you are. Blessed are we. 
Psalm 82:6 
I have said, 'You are gods; you are all sons of the Most High. Anoint per your Spirit’s 
guidance.

Shamash 

Oil of Shamash activates one to be the love light that ignites others. 
A powerful Sun God in ancient Sumer also known as the God of Light whose mere 
presence transformed the shadows within the world of illusion. Anoint the crown, 
forehead, heart, solar plexus, and sacral plexus.  Meditate.

Anu 

Oil of Anu known in ancient Sumer as a source of divine and human kingship aids in the 
ownership of Self as a “Sovereign” entity. This oil of electrical eminence magnifies Spirit 
within Love of Being and widens the door to the kingdom of heaven. Ideal for those 
proficient in EET© processes and at this level of mastery. 
Sovereign: 
One who is NOT a subject or slave. 
Sovereignty is rulership of the Kingdom of Self, whereby one’s thoughts emotions and 
actions exist in a state of Unison and Non-Duality. Anoint crown to base of the spine.  
Meditate.

Sun King 

Oil of The Sun King reveals the realms of divine beauty while transmuting the reflections 
of the world’s ugliest illusions within its vast hall of mirrors. Beauty is born each moment 
inside the fire of love’s transmutation while inspiring and enlivening in the jubilant glitter 
of gold! Anoint the crown, heart, and sacral plexus.  Meditate.

Akhenaten 

Oil of Akhenaten activates the “Lord of the Sweetness of Breath” who helps make one 
conscious of the breath as consciousness, and Self as the consciousness of the breath. The 
utterance of the conscious word. Anoint the crown, forehead, medulla oblongata, throat, 
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and heart. The poem of  “The Lord of the Sweetness of Breath” that Akhenaten wrote is 
enclosed with each order.  Meditate.

Apollo 

Oil of Apollo awakens one to its infinite potential by activating Truth within every particle 
of every level of being. This is the oil of assuredness of the in-formed being and is ideal for 
those at a higher level of mastery using the EET© processes. Anoint the crown, solar 
plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.  Meditate.

Ha’ Aretz 

Oil of Ha’ Aretz is the oil of “The Lord of the Earth”. The edifice of the ‘kingdom’ which 
provides stability, confidence, and clarity. When used in ceremony with Golden Light 
Eagle, it keeps one on the earth while exploring/ communicating with higher realms of 
Being. It activates the root chakra to aid in stabilizing the presence of being within the 
form and is associated with the 10th Sepiroth or Malkuth on the Tree of Life. Anoint the 
crown and base of the spine.  Meditate.
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Oils of God 

The oils of God are very high-vibration oils that resonate within the realms of this 
consciousness. They are most effective when one has mastered the EET© processes 
enough to enter “the kingdom of heaven” within the love of being. 

72 names 

72 Names of God are Hebrew, each in 3-letter sequences that act like an index to specific 
spiritual frequencies. The Oil of 72 Names works to assist in the repair and reclamation of 
the soul as light, and further fine-tune your body and mind to the frequencies of Truth 
within the totality of Being. Anoint crown, forehead, medulla oblongata, throat, heart, and 
solar plexus. Chant the 72 names.  Meditate.

Elohim

Oil of Elohim is a collective frequency emanating from a central unified consciousness 
within the Sun. Neither masculine nor feminine Elohim is a force of creation made of pure 
love and referred to as the right hand of God. This oil assists in the process of co-creation 
and the co-creation processes with one’s indwelling spirt / creator being. Anoint crown, 
heart, solar plexus, sacral plexus, and base of the spine.  Meditate.

Beni Elohim

Beni Elohim is the frequency of the mystical marriage of Spirit and matter by making 
higher consciousness conscious within it. Awakening Spirit within matter is a powerful 
step to bring this Truth into one’s experience of “Self” realization. Anoint crown, base of 
spine bottoms of feet.  Meditate.

Shekinah

The vibration of "Shekinah" which is Hebrew, is that of  "Memra" and "Yeḳara" which are 
Aramaic meaning “that which dwells in God”, An expression of the divine feminine, it is 
the Shekinah that governs the crown chakra holds one in the presence of the Holy Spirit.  
Anoint crown chakra and the base of the spine.  Meditate.
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Golden Light Initiation Oils

These high-powered oils are most powerfully effective after receiving initiation from 
Siobhan, yet are supportive in one’s Golden Light practice to fully awaken the experience 
of spirit within the love of being.

Golden to God

Golden to God is an oil that moves one who is ready into the revelation of God dwelling 
beyond the door of unconditional love as the essence of Love itself. Anoint crown, 
forehead, medulla oblongata, heart, solar plexus, and the base of the spine.  Meditate.

Medulla Oblongata

Medulla Oblongata oil is used to enhance communications with and within the highest 
realms of being. It can be used to establish and expand communication with any aspect of 
your higher being. Anoint forehead, medulla oblongata, and throat.  Meditate.

Mer ka ba 

Oil of Mer ka ba connects you more consciously to the experience of “coming into being”. 
The Mer ka ba helps one incorporate their spirit fully into the form. It is the vehicle to 
higher dimensions without ever leaving the body. Anoint all  8 chakras.  Meditate.
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The 7 ArchAngel Oils 

The 7 ArchAngel oils embody the frequencies of these mighty spirits. To acquaint yourself 
with their aspects within you, call upon them in meditation and prayer. Anoint as you are 
guided.

Michael/ Mikhael

Mikhael originally known as “the prince or the advocate of Israel”  is a leader in the 
armies of God. This oil is imbued with the frequency of his / your strength, light, and 
might to help overcome the battles of duality that war inside the negative emotions and 
perceptions of the mind. As an advocate and protector, he is with and in you, all the way, 
in the fire and the glory. Anoint forehead, heart, solar plexus, and bottoms of feet.  
Meditate.

Uriel

Uriel is one of the four chief angels. His frequency energizes this oil to illuminate the soul 
for sacred studies. Anoint each chakra, base to the crown.  Meditate.

Gabrielle / Gavriel

Gabrielle is a messenger of God whose oil is energized to align your will with God’s and 
open your inner channel to hear his voice, deep within the silence of being. Apply to the 
forehead, heart, solar plexus, and the base of the spine. Meditate.

Raphael / Rephael

 Oil of Raphael is the vibration of the “cure” helping humans energetically overcome 
sickness and wounds. His presence in this oil helps to address the physical and emotional 
aspects of dis-ease. Raphael undoes the bindings of illusion and creates stronger bonds 
with the indwelling God. Anoint the heart and afflicted area then the forehead.  Meditate.

Chamuel / Camael

Oil of Chamuel is the vibration of adoration and humility that can be experienced deep 
within the sacred heart of Being. This frequency opens the heart to the deepest depths of 
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your most beautiful and high vibrational presence. Bowing at the altar of Self as Self, bask 
in deep pastel light of reverence and form less ness. Anoint the medulla oblongata the 
forehead, bow the head, anoint the heart, and dive in. Meditate.

Zadkiel / Tzadkiel

Oil of Zadkiel is the vibration of deep inner knowing from which true righteousness 
springs. It is another vibration of sovereignty and helps one to overcome the shadows of 
doubt. Anoint the crown, forehead, and solar plexus.  Meditate.

Jophiel / Iofiel

Oil of Jophiel is the angel whose high vibration guards the Tree of Life. A fierce yet 
feminine energy she maintains the vibration of beauty, joy, and truth within one’s 
thoughts, cells, creativity, and its expression in the world. Anoint the crown, forehead, 
heart, and solar plexus. Meditate.
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